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Navigating Tech in Financial Services

Which Emerging Technology Should You Consider?
Which Might Never Pay Off?

The Financial Brand, reviews the latest Forrester report on emerging technologies

for banks. Unsurprisingly, Low-code platforms (i.e. Mendix) are THE #1 emerging

technology.  Kinetech uses composable, low-code solutions to allow banks to

implement award winning digital experiences faster. This can include integrating

LLM (emerging technology #2) - all with the same toolset.

Read the Blog

Advancing Digital Transformation in Banking: The
Kinetech Difference

Explore the best-kept secret in enterprise software, Mendix Low-code, and discover

how Kinetech's expertise combine with low-code is reshaping the financial

technology landscape, providing agility, cost-efficiency, and unmatched flexibility for

regional and community banks. Dive into the strategic advantages of low-code

solutions.

Learn More

JackHenry Announces Banno Business
Jack Henry unveiled its cloud-native business banking solution, Banno Business,

last week. The new offering enables community and regional financial institutions to

bring the innovations of modern banking to SMEs.

Read the Blog

Auto Loan Success with Kinetech Fintech, a $750
Million Credit Union – Saves 480 Hours a Year

A New England Credit Union, responsible for servicing thousands of auto loans,

collaborated with Kinetech and Mendix to create a bespoke application in a matter

of days with a full deployment in a few months. The integrated solution for payment

aggregation, reporting, and an investor portal, leveraging Mendix's platform,

reduced end-of-month reporting time from over a week to just a few days.

Read the Full Story

Watch Our Banking Webinar
Did you miss this? Banking & Low-Code: Unlocking Innovation with WaFd Bank.

Watch our newest webinar on-demand to learn how WaFd Bank adopted low-code

to accelerate innovation and solve challenges. Stay tuned, our next episode is

coming soon!

Watch Now

Kinetech Fintech Cloud: Modern Banking Software
Deploy quickly, win market share, and accelerate time to value. When technology is

equal, community and regional banks have the advantage.
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